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Presentation Outline
• Introduction to US Fish and 

Wildlife Service Trail Network

• Exploring the Cycle 3 Trail 
Inventory

• Detailing the American 
Conservation Experience’s Role, 
both On-the-Ground and Virtual

• Discussing how the USFWS and 
the NTS interact
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United States National Wildlife Refuge System
United States National Wildlife Refuge System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m sure most folks on this committee are familiar in part with the US Fish and Wildlife Service, and by extension the National Wildlife Refuge System.  The Service is responsible for maintaining 568 National Wildlife Refuges, 38 Wetland Management Districts, and more than 70 National Fish Hatcheries.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Service balances its primary goals around Wildlife Conservation with its emphasis on the Big Six public Recreation Activities 1. Hunting 2. Fishing 3. Wildlife Observation 4. Photography 5. Environmental Education 6. Interpretation Every Refuge is different, and available activities vary based on ecological concerns in specific habitats.  Where trails are deemed compatible, Hikers, Bikers, Hunters, Photographers, Teachers and Students, Bird Watchers, and ATV Riders, are all very likely using Refuge Trails to enjoy their public lands. 
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Cycle 3.0 National Trail Inventory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With all that in mind, it is incumbent upon the Service to have an accurate inventory of our trail system.  Many Refuges and Hatcheries are already doing an excellent job of documenting their trails, including digital mapping, website promotion, and condition monitoring. The task for Headquarters, and the purpose of the National Trail Inventory is too aggregate and document the status of almost 700 station’s individual Trail Networks.  This is accomplished with both virtual and on the ground data collection.  Once collected, all this trail data must be processed and updated within the Department of Interior Financial Management System (FBMS) and the National Wildlife Refuge Service’s Strategic Asset Management Maintenance System (SAMMS).  Our current cycle, Cycle 3, is tying all the inventory efforts directly to database management procedures. The Infrastructure Management Division of National Wildlife Refuge system is committed to public accountability of our trail network in two important ways. - First, by having a consolidated database of verified trails and trail conditions for public access and station management promotion.  And Second, by employing limited Federal Land Transportation Program funds as effectively as possible to ensure a safe and resilient Trail Network for years to come. In a nutshell, we are collectively scrutinizing every Trail Record we have on file to update within our databases.  Although this is a vast and granular effort, the end result will be a fully vetted and digitized trail system. To talk through more specifics on how the American Conservation Experience is helping us achieve these goals, I’ll hand it over to Katie now!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
American Conservation Experience, a non-profit dedicated to providing env. service opportunities to America's youth in partnership with federal state and local agencies
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Presentation Notes
We are specifically part of the FWS Division of the EPIC Program... and we offer individual and team-based placements
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ACE Trail Analysis
Produce list of trails to 
confirm with station staff

3

Trail ID Webinar
Determine final List of Trails to 
be assesed by ACE Field 
Crews

4

FWS Data Import
FWS imports field data to 
update real property records 
and produce Inspection Work 
Orders

5

Cycle 3 TrIP Booklet
Final deliverable

ACE Field Visit
Condition Assesment of 
Identified Trails



How Trails are Identified

Among all previously inventoried trails, all roads that may have trail uses, and all 
current Samms RPIs related to trails, and considering the Federal Trail Data 

Standards, what linear assets are trails?

Cycle 5 Road 
Inventory Samms 

Data

Cycle 2 
Trail 

Inventory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prior to the trail ID meeting, we provide the stations with a Potential List of Trails.  This list is based on research to compile information from the previous Trail Inventory, previous Road Inventory, and other SAMMS data like boardwalks, kiosks, and observation decks and compared all that data other available resources like station trail maps and national trail databases to give us a starting list of trails to check out. 



What we determine in the Trail ID meeting
Trail Identification
● Trail Name
● RPI Number (If available)
● Designed Use (Asset 

Code)
● Trail Paved, Trail Unpaved, 

Roads

● Managed Uses
● Hiking, Biking, Equestrian, 

Service Vehicles, UTVs, 
Skiing…

GIS (Mapping)
● Line Estimate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the trail ID call we then tap into the expertise of staff on the ground to confirm what we’ve found and make sure we aren’t missing anything. The primary focus is to make sure we have the correct trail name matched to the correct trail line estimate on the web map so the teams know what to collect in the field. 



Trails Inventory Field Visit
● Locations of all trails and trail 

associated assets collected using high-

accuracy GPS receivers paired with 

tablets.

● Descriptive data including condition, 

dimensions, and features affiliated with 

the trail are documented.

● ACE teams also record any 

deficiencies of trails or trail assets.
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Presentation Notes
The field visit itself is a very data intensive operation where the field crews will grab all the descriptive data about the trails.  This includes factors like length, width, slope, cross-slope, surface type.  Additionally, the crews will be documenting trail associated assets along the way, such as boardwalks, decks, and kiosks.  As part of the condition assessment, the team will also look for trail deficiencies, such as washouts, rutting, or obstructions.  The Crews are equipped with Arrow 100 GPS Receivers paired with iPads running ArcGIS Collector and Survey123.  Every piece of point data the team collects will get tagged with Lat/Long data and a photo. 



Trail ID Example Screenshot – Trinity River NWR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next 30 minutes to 4+ hours would be going through a station’s trail network and confirming we have the right name on the right shape in the right place.  Using the Web App, we can edit spatial data live based on feedback from the Station.  Microsoft Teams has given us even better screen sharing capabilities, including the option to let another user remotely control the Web App.  This feature is allows the station to ‘draw’ lines directly on the map when we can’t get clear visuals.   This spatial data is accompanied by an annotated spreadsheet, called the Final Trail List.  On that list, we attach notes about potential issues that could be encountered in the field.  Everything from on-going construction, to high water concerns, to disaster damages is shared with the field crew.  While most FWS Trails are under 2 miles long, and generally near the Refuge or Hatchery HQ, some of the longer backcountry trails don’t get fully hiked by FWS personnel on an annual basis.  ACE hikes every mile to report back condition dataDuring Field Collection, the team operates almost entirely independently.  There is both a check in and check out call for safety reasons.  These Check In calls also ensure a chance for management to update the field team on any late-breaking situational awareness concerns, and later in the day, the check out allows the field crew to report back on any urgent or unexpected findings in the field.  Other than those communications, the field team has all the data they need based with the spatial and spreadsheet data from the Virtual Trail ID meeting.The Virtual Trail ID Process can be burdensome, but it gives the field crew the best opportunity to safely, efficiently, and effectively collect data from the field.



Challenges
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Presentation Notes
The field portion of the inventory started in August 2019. In March 2020 the teams were pulled from the field due to covid.We were able to send a second round of field inventory crews out in September 2020. To mitigate the potential exposure to covid and keep the teams somewhat isolated we rented RVs for each team. The RVs were a new adventure for both ACE and FWS. Overall, this setup worked well and while one team did have to get towed out of a soft shoulder early on we had no accidents during the six month term. Our biggest challenge was of course weather - We always knew we were going to have to send the teams south for the winter but it was a constant challenge trying to manage for freezing weather - and  Blizzards! We ran into blizzards in Minnesota in early October and blizzards and ice storms in Texas and Louisiana in February. We also spent much effort trying to stay ahead of flood season on the refuges.



Using GIS to Plan
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to using GIS tools to conduct the inventory we are also using GIS to help plan out the remainder of the inventory using the route planner tool. The tool takes into account the number of days we anticipate it will take to inventory each site as well as placing restrictions on the total number of days in the field given the term lengths. While not perfect – for example the green dots in the southeast where it’s estimated to take several weeks to inventory were left out of any routes – it has helped us get a visual for how we might maximize the teams travel routes.
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NTS and the National Wildlife Refuge System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how does the NWRS interact with the NTS?There are approximately 13 NHTs and NSTs that cross through 35 National Wildlife Refuges and National Fish Hatcheries. There are another 76 National Recreation Trails on Refuges and HatcheriesThe National Wildlife Refuge System will be joining the National Recreational Trail Roundtable, and looking for ways to increase the National Recreation Trail footprint and keep NRT database information up to date.   We are excited to be a full partner in this endeavor.  At this point, there isn’t a coordinated national policy for how Refuges and Hatcheries interact with NST/NHT/NRTs.  Stations Managers work with Friend’s Groups, communities, and other stakeholders to keep National trails functioning.  Specifics on maintenance responsibilities often come down to refuge and hatchery staff relationships with these communities.   With staff turnover over time, as well as the broad set of other duties on site, NWRS would like to explore ways to codify these partnerships and provide the public a seamless experience on their public lands.



Thanks for 
listnening!  

Are there any 
questions?
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